




Our story began in the 1960s in the traditional transport service, in which we operated as Autotrasporti Colcera; then, in the 1980s and 
1990s, in order to be able to respond to customer needs, the company developed Groupage services throughout Europe, characterised 
by the speed and punctuality of deliveries and a wide range of assistance and consultancy services for the export of goods. In 1985, the 
Colcera family incorporated the Speed Service company and, subsequently, when Express 24H services began to spread in Italy, and 
international traffic began to intensify and the offer of air and sea services operated through a network of reliable partners began to 
become popular, they incorporated Speed Service International.  In the years that followed, they added integrated logistics services to 
their offer, moving from the traditional warehouse storage service to the customised management of the customer’s goods, through the 
implementation of dedicated logistics management procedures, the use of proprietary WMS software with functions that are always 
adaptable to the specific needs of the individual customer, and with technologically advanced goods registration systems.
Developmets in the sector therefore made it necessary to set up an autonomous and specialised operating division for the provision of logistics 
services, which led to the creation of EsseElle - Servizi e Logistica.  In December 2016, Speed Service International and EsseElle - 
Servizi e Logistica, merged together to create SPEEDLOGISTIK, which is now an integrated supplier of logistics and distribution, 
transport and shipping services, at both national and international level. 

SPEEDLOGISTIK
Over 50 years at your service

SPEEDLOGISTIK  is Your “Exclusive Logistics & Distribution” Partner!
EXPERIENCE - PROFESSIONALISM - SKILL - QUALITY - RELIABILITY - FLEXIBILITY - EXCLUSIVITY - SAFETY



THE ADVANTAGES OF 
LOGISTICS OUTSOURCING
INTEGRATED WITH DISTRIBUTION



Running costs optimising
Flexible management costs proportionate to actual goods production and handling levels, elimination of structural costs and 
implementation of economies of scale.  Logistics services at a certain and defined unit cost per SKU, for accurate company budget 
planning.

Enhancing the Core Business
Entrusting a technical and residual phase of the production cycle to logistics and distribution professionals.

Cutting-edge technologies 
High-tech IT systems and equipment adapted to the specific needs of each customer. 

Zero Error Operation
Maximum control over the goods at every stage of the logistics and distribution process, thanks to product registration and identification 
systems for each individual unit of goods. .

Infrastructure Security 
Warehouse facilities equipped with anti-intrusion, fire-fighting and anti-robbery systems, with access codes to storage rooms and video 
surveillance areas.

Efficient Transport and Distribution at Preferential Rates
We transport and distribute the goods entrusted to us by selecting the best haulage options and the air and sea routes most suited to the 
customer’s needs, at preferential rates, with an experience of service spanning over 50 years. Customers no longer need to worry about 
the management of the distribution phase, which includes goods collecting at the warehouse, issuing of transport documents, final delivery 
to the customer, shipment tracking and dedicated customer care services.

Full Customer Control over Products 
At any time and wherever you are, you can access the E-Service platform in the Customer Area of our website and monitor every phase 
of the work cycle online.  It is possible to view, extrapolate and print the data relating to the goods entrusted to us in real time, to see the 
exact minute/second in which a single unit of goods entered logistics, to know which pallet it was placed on, which warehouse shelf it is on, 
whether it was picked and packed, whether it was made available for shipment, whether the transport documents were issued, whether it 
left the warehouse and whether it was delivered to its destination. 
 Without having to send e-mails, make phone calls, or wait for a reply, you can obtain all the information about the goods entrusted to us, 
in Real-Time, simply by querying our E-Service platform



OFFERED SERVICES

Logistic Planning Distribution

Inbound Logistics E-Service

WMS Management Secretarial Services and Intrastat

Outbound Logistics Transport and Shipping





 LOGISTICS PLANNING

We work with you to design the most suitable logistics process for your company’s needs.  We respond promptly to all service requests.  
We adapt our systems to your management needs with Adaptive Logistics criteria that meet current requirements with a view to the future 
development of your business. 

An exclusive and tailor-made service for your company.

- Analysis and Consultancy Services
- Logistics and Distribution Services Planning
- Logistics Site Design

Our project management software for logistics and distribution:

All SPEEDLOGISTIK processes including planning are ISO 9001 CERTIFIED.





INBOUND LOGISTICS
Supplier order management
Our logistics project management systems allow us to receive all your orders, either at the beginning of the season in bulk, or as they are 
generated, and to track the arrival of individual packages into logistics on the basis of the data transferred to us. 

Goods Receipt and Quantity and Quality Control Services
Upon receipt, all goods are sorted and their quantity and quality checked, in order to identify any data discrepancies at unloading, or 
damage that would prevent delivery to the end customer.  We also offer sample checks and product repackaging services.

Product Entry Registration with both Barcode and RFID systems 
Product entry into logistics can be either Barcode or RFID tagged.  Inbound labelling services are also available, as well as data storage 
and the supply of microtags for radio frequency logistics management.

Traceability of Batches and Goods Status
From the very first moment goods arrive at our warehouses, our management systems are able to identify products according to their 
production date and origin. The integrity of the goods is meticulously checked according to standardised procedures that provide 
immediate communication of non-conformities to the customer, placement in a Quarantine Area and the assignment of a “GOODS 
STATUS” to the product in storage. 

Returns Management
The delivery of returned goods to logistics is registered separately from that of incoming goods from suppliers, and the products are subject 
to quantitative and qualitative checks and, if necessary, repackaging.





WMS MANAGEMENT
AND ANCILLARY PROCESSES



WMS Management
SPEEDLOGISTIK  Warehouse Management System includes the management, control and optimisation of complex warehouse and 
distribution systems.  System operations include both elementary warehouse management functions, such as quantity and warehouse 
management, and more complex functions that make use of methods and/or means capable of meeting the required quality standards, and 
which naturally lead to the optimisation of logistics costs, such as the adoption of multilevel logistics management, a first level management 
by box-unit and, only when necessary, following carton breakdown, single-unit management.

Warehouse Features
Customer goods are placed in the warehouse in mapped areas with a guarantee of availability of the amount of space agreed with the 
customer and with the option of increasing volumes.  It is possible to request an Exclusive Area for one’s own goods. Management of 
non-conforming products in the Quarantine Area. Warehouse equipped with shelves, goods lift, temperature and humidity controlled cold 
room, handling equipment able to manage various types of products.  Warehouse authorised and managed with HACCP system and
Pest Control procedures.

Management of “Single Serial Number” products - Serial Number Control
Logistics management of goods according to the specific needs of the individual customer: by pallet, by box, by single unit, by destination, 
by article, size, variant, reference, production batch or expiry date.  The entire logistical processing cycle is based on a management system 
with identification of the product articles with a “unique serial number”: each individual article remains distinct and unrepeatable and is 
always traceable (Serial Number Control of each individual unit of goods). 

Stock and Periodic Inventory Management
Management of warehouse stocks in FIFO (first in, first out) mode, LIFO mode (last in, first out), FEFO (first expired, first out) mode. Various 
types of inventory in real time with data feedback according to specific customer requirements. 

Stock and Restock Management - Post Sales
Separate storage for returns management, dedicated production launches and stock. Your customers or your agents can check the 
availability of stock on-line, also through product pictures, for immediate restocking that does not draw on the resources in stock coming 
from the supply-chain and intended to meet customer orders for the current season.

Ancillary Processing
Product assembly and packaging - Neutral or customised strapping services - Cellophane wrapping to improve the security and/or stability 
of the goods - Availability of other ancillary processes to be agreed with the customer. 



OUTBOUND LOGISTICS

Customer Order Management
Processing and execution of shipping orders received from the customer, either on the basis of sales schedules provided at the beginning 
of the season or in execution of individual instructions given from time to time. 

Picking-Box e Picking-Packing
Picking-Box processing: picking up of goods to be made available for shipment as part of a logistical process that does not require 
handling of the product.  The goods leave the warehouse in the state in which they entered.
Picking-Packing operations: The goods arrive in bulk or in cartons/pallets to be broken down.  They are then sorted into individual items, 
put into storage, picked according to customer instructions, and finally packed.

Packaging
We offer tailored packaging services able to protect the goods efficiently as they leave our warehouses.  Packaging of various sizes and 
thicknesses, Wine-Box, Fill-Air, Strapping, Cellophane wrapping, Labelling and Packaging Customisation.

Shipping Order Management 
Once the picking process has been completed, the goods can be shipped on the same day or put into storage in the Shipping Area, 
available for scheduled deliveries or for which customer instructions are still pending. 

Transport Documents
Processing and printing of shipping labels, waybills and delivery notes.





DISTRIBUTION

SPEEDLOGISTIK is a forwarding and road haulage company, registered in the National Register of Road Hauliers for Third Parties. 
It has its own fleet of vehicles for distribution and/or collection of goods and is a partner of both national and international couriers and 
transport companies of the highest level,  able to ensure a fast, reliable and safe distribution service in Italy, Europe and worldwide.  
Customers can count on a wide range of distribution services and deal with the staff at the Shipping Office, safe in the knowledge that 
they can count on the professionalism of those who have been working in this sector for over 50 years, responding to the requests of 
particularly demanding customers, such as those in the Fashion, Medical, Food & Beverage sectors. For each destination, the 
haulage option or air or sea route most suited to the customer’s needs is identified and all tracking information is available in real time. 

- 24H Distribution Services
- Priority Services
- ALL-RISK Insurance Services
- Supermarket/Mass Retail deliveries
- Deliveries by Appointment
- C.O.D. service with telephone notice to the customer
- On-Line Tracking
- Pin Code Delivery
- Stock Management
- Returns Management
- Proof of Delivery
- Delivery notification by e-mail or sms





QUALITY LAB 
QC, Reconditioning, Samples
All goods are received and handled in our warehouse with care and competence until they are returned to your warehouses or directly to 
end customers.  Once the incoming goods have been checked and catalogued, we carry out the processing required by the customer.  We 
place 50 years of experience in this job work at the service of the main national and international companies in the Footwear and Fashion 
sector. 

Quality Control and Returns Reconditioning:

Quality Control, Pre and After-Sale | Size and Technical Data Check | Defects Check | Finishing: trimming, polishing, brushing, application 
of corrective creams and waxes, general cleaning, burning of upper threads, repair of imperfections, application of reviving/opacifiers/
anti-mildew/sole protectors/water-repellents, treatment of dented, ridged, puffy, creased and carded leathers, treatment of oxidised eyelets 
and accessories, replacement of laces and fastenings | Packaging, application of white paper and stickers, tags, pendants, pictograms.

Sample management:

Receipt of unpaired Samples- Technical Data Check | Single Shoe Entry Registration | Article and left/right Foot Identification | 
Barcode Printing | Positioning in Mapped Warehouse Cells | Coupling Processing  | Shoe Picking and Quality Control | Sample Matching 
and Packaging.

“ Reconditioning and Sample Management mean Saving and Enhancing the Value of the Product ”





SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
AND INTRASTAT
Administrative Support
These are office and secretarial services provided by our qualified and competent staff on the basis of an administrative support plan 
agreed with the customer. 

Document Processing
Creation and/or issue of transport and accounting documents.

Invoicing
Invoicing service to your customers strictly in accordance with your detailed instructions.  Payment monitoring and reminder management.

Customer Care
Direct relationship with your customers/suppliers for the resolution of any problems relating to the logistics and distribution of the goods 
entrusted to us. 

Intrastat services
Registration and filing of intrastat forms in compliance with the tax and customs regulations from time to time in force.

Office Space
Possibility of using furnished and equipped Office Space for meetings with clients or suppliers.

Meeting Room
Use of a large and bright Meeting Room, with terrace, 12 table seats, with video projector, dedicated WI-FI connection and possibility of 
remote conference call.



E-SERVICE 
CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

Through an E-Service platform available in the Customer Area of the www.speedlogistik.com website, it is possible to control the entire 
logistics and distribution process.  Every single phase of the processing and distribution cycle is traced by our systems and made available 
to customers for data extrapolation, statistical analyses or verification and control, so that they can, even at the last minute, make any
process changes, integrate instructions, alter priorities or set aside items, request product changes, change the destination of goods, ad or 
delete C.O.D. options, or give other useful instructions for the logistics and distribution management of their goods.

CRM-K
The Customer Relationship Management software of Speedlogistik, can be adapted to the needs of the customer in terms of 
management of all information and contacts with the final customer, and can be combined with the Customer Care services offered by 
our company. Front-Office Logistics!

- B2B Services 

- On-Line Warehouse 

- B2C / E-commerce Services 

- Searches, Statistics and Inventories 

- Shipment Tracking



TRANSPORT 
AND SHIPPING



Land Services ITALY

IT-EXP
Express: Carrier service with delivery within 24 hours in the main cities and commercial areas in Italy, with the 
possibility of requesting optional services for even faster deliveries or deliveries within certain time slots. 
Pick-up order services. E- Commerce: Carrier services at special conditions for online sales to private individuals.

IT-GR Groupage: Carrier service for heavy or bulky goods with fast delivery to major cities and commercial areas in Italy at 
affordable rates. Pick-up order services.

IT-PLT Pallet: Pallet shipping service with delivery within 48 hours to major cities and commercial areas in Italy, with optional 
services available within 24 hours. Pick-up order services.

Land Services EUROPE
EU-EXP Express: Fast, scheduled one-day delivery service to major European cities and commercial areas. E- Commerce 

shipping services available.

EU-ES Euroservice: Single-parcel shipping service with midweek departures and fast delivery to major European cities and 
commercial areas.  E- Commerce shipping services available.

EU-GR Groupage: Groupage shipping service with midweek departures and fast delivery to major European cities and 
commercial areas at competitive rates.

EU-IMP Import: Fast import service from all over Europe, with assistance in customs operations for non-EU countries.

Worldwide Air-Sea Services
A-PRY Priority: Shipping service with fast scheduled delivery to major cities and commercial areas in all countries of the world, 

with optional services available.

A-ECO Economy: Shipping service with midweek departures and fast delivery to all countries in the world or for the shipping of 
pallets or parcels weighing more than 68 kg and/or large volumes at affordable rates.

A-IMP Import: Fast import services from all over the world, at the Economy or Express terms and conditions requested by the 
Customer, with assistance for customs operations.

M-EXP Container or Groupage sea freight services, according to the type of goods and the Customer’s requirements.  
Import services by sea of your goods from all over the world with assistance for customs operations.M-IMP



TEAM MEMBERS

Our team comprises highly qualified resources who are attentive to the specific requirements of each individual customer. 
The experience gained in over 50 years of activity allows us to adopt the most appropriate solutions for the storage and transport of your 
goods and/or products. We are always attending professional development courses related to our sector in order to keep up with the times 
and new technologies.  

“For us, satisfying a customer means satisfying ourselves”



MARZIA FOGARIN 
marzia.fogarin@speedlogistik.com

Avv. ENRICO COLCERA
enrico.colcera@speedlogistik.com

GIANNI COLCERA
gianni.colcera@speedlogistik.com

SABINA GASTALDI
Freight Sales Manager
sabina.gastaldi@speedlogistik.com

RONNY PAULETTO
Logistics Operations Manager
ronny.pauletto@speedlogistik.com

DENISE GALENDA
Administrative and Accounting Manager
amministrazione@speedlogistik.com

FRANCESCO FERRARI
Logistics Manager | Shoes & Fashion
francesco.ferrari@speedlogistik.com
             

MARCO SACRESTANO
Logistics Manager | Medical and Food&Beverage
marco.sacrestano@speedlogistik.com
             

SETTIMO COCCATO
Warehouse, Shipping and Fleet Drivers Manager
settimo.coccato@speedlogistik.com
             



All SPEEDLOGISTIK processes are ISO 9001 and ISO 45001 certified.

CERTIFICATES





www.speedlogistik.com

SPEEDLOGISTIK s.r.l.
Viale dell’Industria, 2 
30030 Fossò (VE)

Tel. + 39 041 5170260
Fax. +39 041 5170257

E.mail: info@speedlogistik.com




